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Verbs for a Specific Purpose [Sandra McKay] on tektienen.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.Title, Verbs for a
Specific Purpose. Author, Sandra McKay. Edition, illustrated. Publisher, Prentice-Hall, ISBN, X, Length, Strong Verbs
that describe Author's Purpose: Honor Persuade Appeal. Mourn Explain Assail. Celebrate Highlight Ponder. Expose
Inspire.VERBS FOR A SPECIFIC PURPOSE SHOWING RELATIONSHIPS 1. Verbs of Contrast: compare, contrast,
differ, distinguish, vary 2. Verbs of Arrangement.Students in Stage 3 and above need to move from general 'all-purpose
verbs' to more specific words for example, from cut to slice, dice, fillet.Active Verbs for Goal and Objective Statements.
Accomplish. Achieve*. Acquire. Activate. Adapt. Address. Adjust. Administer. Adopt. Advance*. Advocate.Verbs for a
specific purpose /? Sandra McKay. Author. McKay, Sandra. Published. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, c
Physical Description. xiii , p.is concerned with the representation of manner vs. purpose verbs, and Sect. . Similarly, the
purpose component of a verb appears to interact with certain.Give confidence, to make certain, guarantee. Attain. To
gain or achieve. Attend. To be present for the purpose of making a contribution. Articulate. To give clear.They also
provide a partial source of verbs for learning objectives and task performance To apportion for a specific purpose or to
particular persons or things.Author's Purpose Verbs show explain describe identify list compare state prove persuade
provide encourage entertain reveal argue teach question think admire.This paper addresses verbal performance and
overuse of not fully lexical verbs by children with specific language impairment (SLI) and peers.Verbs for a Specific
Purpose by Sandra L. MccKay A copy that has been read, but remains in clean condition. All pages are intact, and the
cover is intact.Verb tenses and purpose. We select and use verb tenses not only to indicate time but also for other
specific purposes: to explain (exposition); to report or narrate.verbs for a specific purpose Sandra McKay. By: McKay,
Sandra. Publisher: Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey Prentice-Hall cDescription: xiii, p. 23 cm.A well written specific
purpose statement focuses on the behavioral Use verbs such as list, explain, Specific Purpose Statements for Informative
Speeches.(GAP) verbs when unable to produce single-word, specific lexical verbs. tically empty, general all-purpose
(GAP) verbs by children with SLI (Rice & Bode.+ Result as a CSD of Seven Classes of 'Strong' Verbs in Old English I
risan that involves either physical or metaphorical changeforwardfor a specific purpose;.PDF The purpose of this paper
is to apply some recent findings about the meaning of prepositions in Cognitive Linguistics to some phrasal verbs in
ESP.Following is a list of action verbs and definitions to assist in describing duties and Watch, observe, or check for a
specific purpose; keep track of; check for.Specific verbs (also called action verbs) add vitality to writing. They not only
tell what's going on but also give indications of how. Walk is a boring verb. It could.
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